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2Abstract
In this contribution we derive the cost function corresponding to the linear complexity Subtractive
Interference Cancellation with tangent hyperbolic tentative decisions. We use the cost function to anal-
yse the fix-points of solving the Subtractive Interference Cancellation equations. The analysis show that
we can control the slope of the tangent hyperbolic functions so that the corresponding cost function is
convex. We also show that increasing the slope can make the cost non-convex. Going from the convex
regime into the non-convex regime, we prove that the bifurcation of the fix-points, for non-singular sig-
nal correlation matrices, consist of the fix-point of interest together with a saddle node bifurcation. This
proves that tracking the solution from low slopes, with a convex cost, gradually increasing to higher
slopes, with non-convex cost, can bring us to the best solution being very close to the optimal deter-
mined by enumeration. This tracking is the idea behind annealing. We show Monte Carlo studies with
a substantial signal to noise ratio gain compared to not using annealing. We also show how annealing
can be used to increase capacity at a given target bit error rate. In fact this capacity gain is the same
obtained by Improved Parallel Interference Cancellation making us believe that the latter includes a
mechanism to avoid local minima similar to annealing.
Index Terms
Multiple Access Technique, Subtractive Interference Cancellation, Local Minima, Bifurcation,
Mean-Field Annealing, fix-point analysis
I. INTRODUCTION
During the last decades much effort has been used in inventing and developing multiuser
communication systems. The ever growing demand for higher network capacity, to support
more users, call for efficient communication systems which at the same time has low complex-
ity. Multiple access schemes are traditional designed so that the individual users can be received
independently, yielding low complexity and low cost receivers. In these schemes multiple ac-
cess interference is kept at a low level, but so is the spectral efficiency. When increasing the
spectral efficiency, the multiple access interference also increases. The optimal receiver is then
based on a model taking the interference into account [1]. In the design there will exist a tradeoff
between capacity measured in spectral efficiency and complexity measured as computations per
information bit. This tradeoff has been the seed for many active research fields. Amongst these
are multiuser detection (MUD), which today counts thousands of contributions. The optimal
detector is for general systems exponential in the number of users, for a reference in Code Di-
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3vision Multiple Access (CDMA) see [2]. In order to realise such systems, suboptimal receivers
are thus necessary.
When designing such a suboptimal receiver many factors influence the performance. When
nuisance parameters, such as channel state including synchronisation, phase, frequency, signal
to noise ratio, multiuser correlation etc., are not known a priori, the effect of estimating and
tracking these can degrade the performance, especially in vehicular environments where fading
phenomenons makes this a difficult task. Even when nuisance parameters are known exactly,
the suboptimal detector will in some sense be an approximation to the optimal one, hence ap-
proximation errors degrade the performance. Many suboptimal detectors have a multistage or
equivalent iterative nature, making convergence and local minima an issue in the performance
degradation. Quantising the different sources to performance degradation is in general a difficult
task. It is well accepted that using perfect knowledge about the nuisance parameters can be as-
sumed in order to separate estimation and tracking errors from other errors, though there exists
a complicated interaction. We will assume perfect nuisance parameter knowledge. For methods
on estimation and tracking with semiblind or blind application consult [3], [4], [5], [6].
Suboptimal multiuser detectors are traditionally separated into two main categories [7]: Lin-
ear Detectors and Subtractive interference cancellation. Recently combinatorial optimisation
methods have received attention [8], [9]. We also mention the earlier work [10] which maps
CDMA multiuser detection to a Hopfield Neural Network, which is a general method to approx-
imatively solve hard combinatorial problems [11]. In Ref. [9] binary constraints of the combi-
natorial optimisation are erlaxed: no constraints lead to the unconstrained Maximum Likelihood
(ML) detection equivalent to the linear decorrelating/zero forcing (ZF) detector, and for other
constraints they obtain subtractive interference cancellators with corresponding tentative deci-
sion functions. This work follows along the same lines. However, the constraints are derived by
a certain Kullback-Leibler (   ) divergence, which also provides us with a cost function.
A. Subtractive Interference Cancellation
Subtractive interference cancellation covers a whole family of multiuser detectors. The canon-
ical form for the fix-point conditions in these detectors are given by

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4where   is the received data after the  ’th matched filter,   is the tentative decision of the  ’th
symbol,   the tentative decisions of all bits arranged in a vector and  is the reconstructed in-
terference on the  ’th symbol’s decision statistic, 	 "!  is some tentative decision function which
for binary antipodal symbols has asymptotes #  for !%$ #& . The equations (1) have been
applied for various kinds of interference: Inter Symbol Interference (ISI) environment [12] and
for CDMA Multiuser Interference [13], [14]. The equations can be solved sequentially or in
parallel, leading to Serial or Parallel Interference Cancellation (PIC or SIC). Sequential updates
are in most cases more numerical stable, but introduces an extra processing delay compared to
parallel update which unfortunately can have an oscillating behaviour [15]. We also mention
Improved Parallel Interference Cancellation [16] and the work using Probabilistic Data Associ-
ation [17]. We postulate that these methods include a mechanism for avoiding local minima that
are more or less equivalent to annealing, which we introduce in this contribution, we discuss this
in section IX. The first mention of the possibility of using annealing as a heuristic in CDMA
was made by Tanaka [18].
Various tentative decision functions are suggested in the literature including sign, hyperbolic
tangent, clipped soft decision, etc. [16]. The first corresponding to maximal constrained ML, the
last to a box constraint [9], [19]. Hyperbolic tangent is well-known to be optimal in the absence
of interference. We will concentrate on subtractive interference cancellation with hyperbolic
tangent, since this is the function that follows from the
 
-divergence framework. We show
in section IV how this approximative detector relates to the individual optimal detector when
multi-access interference ( ')(+* ) is present, and which constraints it implies. Hyperbolic tangent
subtractive interference cancellation, as we consider it, is previously derived in the physics lit-
erature on binary spin systems under the name Naive Mean Field (NMF) [20]. More advanced
mean field approaches exist, which has a potentially lower approximation error [21], [22], [23].
Mean field methods has earlier been applied to Independent Component Analysis (ICA) [24],
[25]. The equivalence between MUD and ICA has been exploited in [26].
Besides approximation error, local minima or bad convergence of solving (1) also degrade the
performance. In section VI we therefore make a thorough analysis of the fix-points as function
of the hyperbolic tangents slope. The analysis provides us very important information about the
fix-points, when they are convex and how they bifurcate. The bifurcation analysis helps us to
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5undertand the behaviour of local minima. Having got this understanding, makes us able to solve
the equations (1) while avoiding local minima. This way of solving the equations is called mean
field annealing, which we introduce in section VII. The analysis of the bifurcations validates
the use of mean field annealing. Annealing is often used as a heuristic to avoid local minima.
Annealing saw its first use in optimisation with the introduction of simulated annealing applied
to the design of computer chips [27]. Mean field annealing has been used in various optimisation
problems, for instance travelling salesman problem, graph partitioning, image restoration, etc.
[11], [28]. Our analysis show that mean field annealing will occasionally fail no matter how
fine an annealing scheme employed. But we show that this is the case where even the optimal
detector can fail, leading to the fundamental bit error rate ( ,.-0/ ) floor [19]. Large system
analysis of subtractive interference cancellation’s bit error rate also suggest the use of annealing,
since competing unequivocal and indecisive minima, exists in this limit [18]. Thus in the large
system limit the existence of two phases only is predicted for loads higher than unity, this is not
the case for finite size systems.
We will assume a very simple model where the interesting effects can be studied, namely a
CDMA system with  synchronous users employing Binary Phase Shift Keying (BPSK) with
random binary spreading sequences. For an overview of MUD in CDMA consult [7]. We derive
the most important result for any given power profile of the users, other results are given for
equal power users which form a worst case scenario in terms of local minima. Most of the
derived result reduces to rely on the matrix of users cross correlation, which could stem from
any multiuser system and/or inter symbol interference, so we conjecture that the results hold for
typical multiuser systems synchronous or asynchronous.
II.  USERS CDMA IN AWGN
We will assume a CDMA transmission employing binary phase shift keying (BPSK) symbols
and using  random binary spreading codes with unit energy and equal spreading factor (SF)
but different powers and all chip and symbol synchronised over an additive white Gaussian noise
(AWGN) channel. Now the received base band CDMA signal can be modelled as
1
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6where 2 is sample index 2EDGFIHJﬀﬁﬂﬃﬂﬁﬂﬃﬀﬁKML  ON , KML being the number of chips, i.e. equalling the
spreading factor, and <= "2  is the  ’th users spreading code with unit energy, 9P DF  ﬁﬀJON is user

’s transmitted bit,
8
 the  ’th users amplitude, B "2  is a Gaussian white noise sample with zero
mean and variance 1, and @ is the noise standard deviation. Making this normalisation makes us
able to define the  ’th users signal to noise ratio as Q KSR  UTWVXY;Z
V
.
We correlate the signal 1 "2  with the spreading codes <=[ 32  each code denoted by  [ DF\O]ﬃ^N ,
to obtain the conventional detector outputs  `_ which are sufficient statistics for the symbol
estimation
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where h  _ 
acbd 6
e
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 is the correlation between code <= and <= _ , and j  _ is now a
Gaussian random variable with zero mean and covariance @
Y
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where we have arranged the vectors to have elements l   _    _ and n   _  9P _ , and the
matrices o  `_  `_
8

, and r  `_  h `_ . Since we have assumed perfect channel state
knowledge, and we also assume full code knowledge the matrices o and r and the noise
variance @
Y
are not considered stochastic. We then write the likelihood as k lm n  instead of
k
lm nﬀ=oﬀ=rsﬀ
@
Y

.
III. REVIEW OF OPTIMAL DETECTORS
Given the received data and the channel, one may either try to minimise the expected bit error
rate (BER) or the probability of error. The expected BER is defined as
,-0/


tx




n
~
n=Ł i  (5)
where the average


=Ł i  , as indicated, is taken with respect to all bit realisations n and all
noise realisations imbedded in l . The joint distribution k lﬀ=n  is found by the likelihood (4)
multiplied by the a priori distribution k lﬀpn   k lm n Jk n  .
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7It can easily be shown, under some regularity conditions, that the expected BER subject to the
constraint that  n  `_  is minimised by
n%J

n pŁ"  (6)
for all given received data l , : working element-wise. This estimator is referred to as the
individual optimal detector [29].
The probability of error is defined as the probability that at least one of the  bits are detected
wrongly. We can define k  j xm n      n ~ n  and so the probability of error becomes
k

j


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
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n

 =Ł i  (7)
which is minimised for any received data l [17] by
nJ
 
d
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¥
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z
k
nm l
 (8)
which is the well-known Maximum A Posterior (MAP) solution, which reduces to maximum
likelihood for uniform prior distribution k n  , also denoted the joint optimal detector [29].
The two above optimal detectors deliver hard symbols as output. This is well-known not to be
optimal if the symbols are sufficiently interleaved and the detection is followed by redundancy
decoding. Then it is optimal to output the marginal symbol posterior. In case the symbols
are binary, one parameter per binary symbol is sufficient to describe the corresponding marginal
posterior. The parameter could be the marginal posterior mean

n=Ł"  or the log posterior ratio
¦\§

pŁ
6
 7
pŁ
d
6
 7 which is identical to the log likelihood ratio under equal probable a priori symbols.
We call this the soft individual optimal detector.
For the model under consideration in this contribution, all the above detectors, for general
spreading codes, have exponential complexity in the number of users  . A big effort therefore
is to construct approximative polynomial time complexity detectors.
IV. KL-DIVERGENCE BETWEEN OPTIMAL AND APPROXIMATIVE DETECTORS
All the optimal detectors rely heavily on the posterior over the symbols, either as the maximis-
ing argument or the mean. For that reason will we now consider a distribution that approximates
the posterior distribution, but in which the maximising argument and the posterior mean is ob-
tained in polynomial time. As a measure of the closeness of the approximating distribution,
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8which we denote ¨ n  , to the posterior distribution k nm l  we use the Kullback-Leibler diver-
gence
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We now take the definition of the posterior distribution using the likelihood and equal a priori
symbol probability
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of the distribution ¨ n  . We now introduce a new function that contains the parts that depends
on ¨ n 
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where we have substituted @
Y
with ´ so that we can study ³ at various ´ and not only on the
generic ´
 @
Y
which is the noise level. We then have
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. The choice of notation is influenced by statistical physics where the function ³ is denoted
the free energy (up to a constant) and ´ corresponds to the temperature of the system.
We can consider ³ as a cost function for ¨ n  at a given ´ . The optimum distribution ¨ n 
that minimises the
 ·
-divergence, and hence also the free energy, is obviously ¨ n   k nm l  ,
but this of course does not have the desired properties, namely ease of obtaining the posterior
maximising argument or posterior mean.
The idea is now clear, we can come up with trial distributions ¨ n  , eventually parameterised,
and choose the one that minimises ³ , and thereby the difference between the distributions. We
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9now do the simplest possible assumption about the dependence relation of the distribution ¨ n  ,
namely independence1
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ﬂ (13)
Only the family of Bernoulli distributions are suitable for the individual ¨   9;  , since the 9P ’s
are binary
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where we have parameterised ¨   9P  by k  the probability of 9P ½ . We will thus for mathe-
matical convenience choose a parameterisations by the mean  ¾
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where we introduce the entropy of one such distribution ¨ ¸  9 ¸ 
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When minimising equation (15), we see that the different terms compete. The entropy term
should be maximised, which happen in   ÀH , in order to minimise (15). We also see that the
entropy permits values of m   m7ÁÂ . The remaining terms makes up 
¦\§
 likelihood which as
usual should be minimised.
V. OPTIMISING THE FREE ENERGY
Unfortunately it is not possible to minimise the free energy analytically due to the non-linear
entropy term of the free energy. Numerical minimisation can then be applied. The method used
will form the dynamics of the minimisation, i.e. the change of variables over time (iteration).
Considering the minimisation as a dynamical system, we strive for the stable fix-point of the
dynamics.
We will now introduce a fix-point method obtained from the stationary condition
Ã
³
3´µﬀ
¨
Ä

Ã

%Hﬂ (17)
w It is of course naive to believe in independence when we now this is not true, for that reason the assumption is often denoted
the naive assumption or approximation.
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A straight forward calculation gives us the non-linear fix-point equations
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for  Oﬀﬃﬂﬁﬂﬁﬂﬃﬀﬁ . We see that this equation is the well-known soft decision feedback subtractive
interference cancellation with a version of clipped soft decision function namely ÅﬃJÇc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
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 _ is the estimated interference correlated with the  ’th users
spreading code. Equalling ´ to the signal to noise ratio, the understanding of equation (18) is
straight forward because in the absence of multi-access interference (MAI) this is the optimal
decision in an AWGN channel. This is clear, because absence of MAI is identical to the naive
assumption being exact, namely the true posterior factorises. We also have
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This is the hard decision feedback interference cancellation, known to be a local search instance
of Maximum Likelihood sequence estimation [9].
Beside our two contributions [6], [30], the connection between the equations (18) and the
minimisation of a certain cost function (the free energy), is to our knowledge never established
in the communication literature2. Though in physics and machine learning this approach is
well-known as the variational approach and the restriction to a factorised trial distribution is
referred the naive assumption, the corresponding free energy is referred the naive free energy,
and the equations (18) is denoted the naive mean-field equations [23]. The benefit of having the
corresponding cost function to the update rules are numerous: We can get an understanding of
the quality of approximation, i.e. when it is exact. We can use it to measure the likelihood of
the fix-points, which is useful for defining stopping criteria and for line search updates. Also
V
But a similar connection has been established for the approximative updates making up the turbo principle to a certain free
energy, the Bethe free energy [31]
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note that sequential update of equation (18) corresponding to coordinate descent is guaranteed to
decrease the free energy since the update of   does not depend on itself. In this contribution we
investigate various aspects of the free energy, i.e. convexity, uniqueness of fix-point solutions,
and fix-point bifurcations as the slope of the tentative decision functions change.
VI. STUDY OF FIX-POINTS IN THE NAIVE FREE ENERGY
Subtractive interference cancellation with decision feedback is known to suffer from error
propagation, which is best described as an avalanche effect from one erroneous detected symbol
on other symbols due to their correlation. This error propagation corresponds to different fix-
points of the free energy. It is also known that the softer the mapping function is, here controlled
by ´ , the fewer stable fix-points exists, indeed the infinitely soft mapping function is linear,
yielding a convex optimisation problem. We will firstly analyse the convexity of the free energy
as function of ´ the slope of the mapping function, but also at which ´ we can expect the
fix-points to bifurcate. We will later analyse the type of fix-points as function of ´ for given
received signal l and correlation matrix r .
A. Convex fix-point analysis
We will first address how high a ´ that is needed for the free energy to posses only one
fix-point. The critical ´ where this happens will we denote ´CL
w
. Below ´WL
w
we can expect a
bifurcation of the fix-point to multiple fix-points.
The sufficient and necessary requirement for the free energy to posses one fix-point is that
all eigenvalues of the Hessian matrix to be positive in the whole phase space  inside the
hyper cube F  O]ËON
4
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ÌÍ 
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being the second derivative of the negative entropy.
Using this requirement we obtain
Theorem 1 (One Solution). Given the form (15) of the free energy, the smallest eigenvalue ÚÛWÜuÝ
of the code correlation matrix r , the maximum user power 8 Y
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is strictly convex for
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(21)
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Proof: Let â 6+ã ﬂﬁﬂﬃﬂ ã â 4 be an ascending ordering of the Hessian eigenvalues then the
requirement for positiveness is equivalent to requiring â 6 ÁäH . We bound the smallest eigenvalue
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where we used that the the smallest eigenvalue ÚÛWÜuÝ   of r × is always less or equal to zero,
since
4
­576
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If ÚáÛCÜ Ý U , we only have one minimum no matter the ïð+/ ’s. But if ÚáÛCÜ Ý U then all the
eigenvalues of the code correlation matrix equal one since
4
ﬃ576
Ú


ÅﬃñrU
. This notion
corresponds to the code correlation matrix being diagonal since the Frobenius norm defined as
m©m råmﬃm òå
4


`_©576
r fulfills ÚÛWÞ;ß ã m£m rmﬃm ò ãëó  ÚáÛCÞàß and hence the off-diagonal elements
must equal zero. This implies that we have no interference and then the factorised assumption
is exact. So not only do we surely have one and only one minimum, the approximation obtained
by the
 
-divergence also yields the exact result! The theorem 1 has a conservative version
Corollary 1 (Conservative One Solution). A conservative estimate of when the free energy
posses one and only one minimum is obtained by
´ÀÁ
8
Y
ÛCÞàß
ﬂ (24)
Proof: We have directly from the previous proof
´ôÁí

ÚáÛCÜ Ý

8
Y
ÛWÞàß
ç
8
Y
ÛCÞàß
ﬀ (25)
where we use that the smallest eigenvalue over all code realisations ÚáÛCÜ Ý ç H , since the code
correlation matrix r is positive semi-definite. î
The corollary offers the option to select ´ independent of the actual eigenvalues of the code
correlation matrix; by choosing ´õ
8
Y
ÛCÞàß
, which conservatively ensures the existence of one
and only one fix-point, and we won’t see error propagation.
We now have the opportunities to select ´ in order to ensure the existence of one and only one
minimum. But if we choose so, then in general we have ´ÀÁ @
Y
corresponding to overestimating
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the noise and hence we can expect the power of the residual multi-access interference (MAI)
(actual MAI minus estimated MAI) to be on the order ö 3´  @ Y  . This means that we maybe
cancelled less of the MAI than possible. We see this as an excess bit error rate in the asymptote
with infinitely good ïðM/ .
B. Bifurcation analysis
Now having analysed at which value of ´ where a bifurcation from one fix-point into more fix-
points is expected, we want to understand the srtucture of the fix-points and how they relate when
we change ´ . In order to obtain such an understanding we make a classical characterisation of
this bifurcation, and later bifurcations. We will study the occurrence of two or more equivalent
minima, where equivalent means exact same numerical value of the free energy. When equiva-
lent minima are observed in the free energy, there is a direct correspondence to the fundamental
BER-floor of the joint optimal detector, described in [19]. Equivalent minima occurs when one
or more users signal exactly cancels. The joint optimal detector is implemented by enumeration,
where the likelihood of all the t
4
possible combination are calculated. Then equivalent minima
means that two or more of the enumerated values are identical and the detector has to choose at
random between these. This implies that if the probability for such identical minima to occur is
finite, then we will experience a BER-floor [19]. The same is observed for the optimal individual
detector, where one or more of the symbol posterior mean values equal zero which reflect the
ambiguity in the Likelihood due to the cancellation.
In the bifurcation analysis will we assume perfect power control, i.e. without loss of generality
all
8
Y

÷ , since only under these conditions can two users exactly cancel each other. They
furthermore need to have identical time aligned spreading codes.3. This implies that equal power
profile and the synchronous model is worst case in terms of local minima!
We will assume that the code correlation matrix’s eigenvalues are non-degenerate (multiplicity
one) which is a reasonable assumption for moderate to high spreading factors K , since the
eigenvalue spectrum tends towards a continuous spectrum. Non-degenerate code correlation
eigenvalues generally implies that the Hessian’s eigenvalues are also non-degenerate. Since
the bifurcation of a fix-point is determined in the zero eigen-directions of the Hessian [32], the
ø
For non-perfect power control three or more users can cancel each other if their respective codes permits it, but this has a
lower probability than the mentioned case.
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previous assumption is equivalent to saying that we can consider the bifurcation in one direction
which we denote ù `_ with corresponding code correlation eigenvalue Ú `_ .
The main result of the bicurcation analysis, given in appendix I, is the so-called bifurcation
set or spinodal lines
ú
ù
~
`_
l
tﬁ´
4
¸
56

ù
¬_
gû
¸
Y
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´

´CL
X
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´
4
¸
576
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¬_
gû
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ü

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where ´WL
X
_
ý

Ú
¬_
. The bifurcation set gives the conditions for going from a single fix-point
solution (lhs Á 0) to three non-degenerate solutions (lhs þ 0) of which two are stable corre-
sponding to a minimum of free energy and one is unstable. In figure 1, we plot the bifurcation
set which gives rise to the cusp figure. Inside one cusp we have three fix-points. Outside the cusp
there is only one fix-point. We have only drawn cusps corresponding to H ã
¶
ü
4
¸
56

ù
¬_

û
¸
ã
6
ü ,
since from corollary 1 we know that for
4
¸
576

ù
û
`_

¸
ã
 and ´õÁê , only one solution exists.
We also note that Ú  _   > ´ ç   since ´ ç H and Ú  _ ç H .
We will now look at the consequences of the bifurcation set. The condition for triple degen-
eracy is Ú  _   > ´À%H and ù ~`_ lß%H . The first fulfilled exactly at ´
æ´WL
X
_ below ´CL
X
_ we have
three solutions !  _ ëH which is a maximum and !  _  #
ü

¶ib
X
_
dJ¶

¶ 
¤
X
w
Ł 
X
_

X
that are minima. This
type of bifurcation is the classical pitchfork bifurcation, see top plots of figure 1, where one valid
fix-point becomes three fix-points. The fix-point in the middle is unstable since the curvature
is negative. The two other fix-points are minima since the curvature is positive. But they are
also equivalent minima meaning that they have the same free energy, see figure 1 top right. This
mean that any search method, even if we try all possible values, will at random choose either
the wrong or the right one, the first corresponding to error propagation. Since this bifurcation is
so critical that even the optimal detector can make errors, we want to examine the condition for
ù
~
`_
l²GH in terms of the code correlation matrix and hence the existence of equivalent minima.
We derive the condition for equivalent minima in one direction ù ¬_
Theorem 2 (Equivalent minima in one direction). Let ù `_ be an eigenvector to the code cor-
relation matrix r , let Ú  _ be the corresponding eigenvalue, and let ´ ã ´CL
X
_ then a sufficient
condition for two minima along ù  _ to exist is Ú  _ %H .
Proof: We start by writing out the received and matched filtered received vector l in terms
of the transmitted symbols n , the code correlation matrix r , and the coloured noise vector 
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with covariance @
Y
r
lß rn
>
 (27)
then the projection onto ù  _ is
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where we used ù ~¬_ r  Ú  _ ù ~`_ and that  
4
ﬃ576
ù

ó
Ú

ù
~

@
	 where 	 is a  dimensional
white standard Gaussian vector. Now if Ú  _ GH we have ù ~`_ l  H which was the condition for
two equivalent minima when ´ ã ´CL
X
_ . Hence Ú `_ %H is sufficient for this to hold. î
We see that a sufficient condition if ´ ã ´WL
X
_ for two equivalent minima to occur is when the
code correlation matrix is singular. This for instance happens if two or more users are assigned
the same spreading code. Under random code assignment, the probability for this is a bounded
function of  and K [19]. Another way that the zero projection condition can be fulfilled is if
lÂH , but this only happens if the noise exactly cancels the signal, which happens with zero
probability.
In general the spreading codes are designed so that the condition in theorem 2 is met with very
low probability. In fact does this probability go to zero as  $ & while
4
a


þ
 is kept
fixed, since the code properties converges to that of the random Gaussian spherical model which
has full rank for 
 þ  . This means that for large  and K ÁÀ , we will no longer experience
an error floor, which is identical to the fact that their is no ambiguities in the likelihood.
But even in the limit U$ & ,
4
a


þ
 there is a non-zero probability in experiencing an
eigenvalue Ú `_ þ B . In this case will we assume that the picture is only a slight perturbation of the
above where Ú `_ GH . We will then expect that the two equivalent minima become inequivalent
and hence one will have a lower free energy than the other which will become a local minimum.
Though the optimal detector is independent of local minima, the suboptimal might not be. We
will now turn back to consequences of the bifurcation set for non-zero projection ù ~`_ l , which
due to theorem 2 is met when Ú  _ H . If the projection is small, two non-degenerate minima
exist When the projection is sufficiently large only one of the minima will persist. As a function
of ´ , we will no longer see the pitchfork bifurcation, but a saddle node bifurcation together with
a solution that does not bifurcate, see 2 bottom left. These conditions are met inside the cusps
on 1. We see as a function of ´ and Ú  _ how large the projection ù ~`_ l has to be for only one
fix-point to exist.
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We have analysed the bifurcation in one direction corresponding to believing that only one
of the hessian eigenvalues are zero at a specific critical ´CL . This is not always the case, but
depends upon the code properties. But the probability that two of the code correlation matrix’s
eigenvalues are equal is a rare event already at moderate code lengths K . So we will assume
that the analysis of one direction at a time is sufficient.
A more subtle question is how the fix-points change, when the bifurcation doesn’t happen
close to    H . The first thing to notice is when    H the Hessian eigenvectors are
not identical to the code correlation matrix’s. But since the free energy ³ is bounded from
below
 

¨
n

ﬀ
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nSm l


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¶
³
"´µﬀ
¨
n

¶ 5
Z
V
>À®O¯
2
<`°
ç
H we will always have an uneven
number of fix-points taking into account their eventual multiplicity, because on both sides of a
maximum their need to be a minimum in order to make the free energy bounded from below.
The bifurcations observed in practise will therefore at least require two minima in one direction
and hence a maximum in between. So we can expect the bifurcations at   H also to be
either pitch fork or the saddle node like bifurcation. We can show that all even order terms of the
Taylor expanded free energy are positive due to the bounding from below. This means that the
bifurcation is always happening from high ´ to low ´ as was the case in the study at   íH .
So the qualitative picture of the bifurcations are the same. From the analysis of the bifurcations
in the point   õH we had the prediction of the critical ´CL
X
_
 

Ú

_
. We now have a last
theorem saying
Theorem 3 (Upper bound critical temperatures). If we have predicted the critical tempera-
ture’s ´
Ł
f

L
X
_
ê

Ú
`_
,

[
D F\O]ﬃ^N by evaluating in   H then the true critical temperatures
for   %H is bounded by
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_
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_
ﬂ (29)
Proof: We start by looking at the eigenvalues of the Hessian evaluated in   %H
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The above implies
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where we used 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î
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The theorem provides us with the knowledge that the bifurcations happen at ´ ’s lower than


Ú
¬_
, i.e.   Ú `_ is a conservative estimate of the critical point. This actually explains the
behaviour when two users are assigned the same spreading code and we still are able to decode
them. The code correlation matrix is singular, and we would predict a pitchfork bifurcation at
´

. This is true if the two users add destructively then ´ L  . But if they add constructively
the bifurcation does not happen close to    H generally making ´CL þ  . In these cases ´CL
often become ´CL H i.e. the condition ´ þ ´WLýH can not be fulfilled in theorem 2, and we
do not have equivalent solutions i.e. no ambiguity in the likelihood, and we do not have the
predicted bifurcation.
VII. ANNEALING
The analysis of the fix-points of equation (18) has shown two fundamental properties of a
non-orthogonal CDMA setup: Firstly, only when the code correlation matrix r is singular there
will exist a number of equivalent minima in the free energy function (12) which no detector–not
even the optimal one–can distinguish. This leads to the error floor of the  R curves. Secondly,
we can have situations that corresponds to a slight perturbation of equivalent minima case, i.e.
with one global minimum and some local minima with (slightly) higher free energy. The local
minima makes it hard for local search/optimisation methods to find the global minimum. The
knowledge of the existence of a convex free energy for ´GÁE´WL
w
and that this fix-point typically
will change with ´ as depicted on figure 2 bottom left, proofs that we can track the global
minimum in the cases where it is unique. Tracking the global minimum by decreasing ´ is
the idea behind annealing, which is a widespread technique used in many physical/statistical
systems with bifurcation behavior like depicted in figure 2. Although the picture is rarely as
clear cut as seen for the CDMA setup studied here. Even estimating the ´ that guarantees
convexity ´CL
w
can be difficult, making annealing less straightforward to apply than here.
The recipe for tracking the fix-point is then as follows, start at ´Áä´WL
w
at a random  or in
zero, iterate the fix-point condition (only one fix-point exists), decrease ´ iterate from the last
 etc. Repeat the decreasing of ´ until the desired ´ is reached, eventually ´µ @
Y
or ´+%H .
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A. Annealing Scheme
We will now address how fast to anneal, i.e. how much can we decrease ´ in order to track the
fix-point and not jump to a different fix-point. Before proposing the annealing scheme, we make
the following notions. The first bifurcation, which can happen slight below ´CL
w
ê

ÚáÛCÜ Ý , is
generally the worst and most important bifurcation, since if we already at the first bifurcation
jump to another (wrong) fix-point we will already see some error propagation. In simulations
we have seen that the good solution only bifurcate once slightly below the predicted first crit-
ical point ´CL
w
. However, we have no theoretical explanation for this phenomenon. The first
bifurcation, if it exists, is somehow distributed between ´ ê and ´ H . The distribution is
determined by the number of users  , the spreading factor K and the ïð+/ .4 Since this distri-
bution is hard to obtain we therefore make the assumption that the first bifurcation is uniformly
distributed between ´U  and ´½½H . In the design of the annealing scheme we must also
take into account hardware/computational constraints expressed through the maximum allowed
number of stages QÛWÞ;ß , where one stage corresponds to the update of all  users. With these
assumptions we propose to anneal linearly from ´ ý to ´ é´ with QÛCÞàß equidistant differ-
ent ´ s and where the desired ´| @
Y
or ´| H for soft or hard estimates respectively. This
makes the complexity ö  QÛCÞàß   to decode one bit, which is identical to using conventional
subtractive interference cancellation.
VIII. MONTE CARLO SIMULATIONS
We have made Monte Carlo studies in order to verify our theoretical analysis of the free en-
ergy’s fix-points and quantify the gains obtained by using annealing. All BER-points were sim-
ulated until OH:HJH bit errors was seen. This approximately corresponds to  H:H -  HJH independent
errors giving around 	 of error in the BER-estimates.
On figure 3 left plot we show the bifurcation diagram from the detection on one given received
signal l generated by K ﬀ ,  ﬀ , all users having unit power, corresponding to perfect
power control, and a ïð+/ ﬂﬁﬃ  which then is identical for all users. We solved the naive
mean field equations (18) at different ´ with serial updates. At each ´ we solved from pHJH:H
random starting points uniformly distributed in the hyper cube F  p]ËON
4
. At the ordinate axis
 An adaptive scheme that depends on the actual  and ! can be derived, but it will generally have a complexity that is no
longer linear in " .
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we have shown the found solutions projections on the actual transmitted bits n , scaled so that
if the solution is identical to the transmitted bits n , we get zero. We see that above ´ëõ only
one solution exists as predicted by the corollary 1. Around ´  HJﬂ#ﬁ we experience the first
bifurcation, the solution that goes towards zero is the one that has the most smooth behaviour
which is the one we want to track. The solution that is abrupt to the first solution, does not at
first sight have the behaviour predicted for a saddle node bifurcation together with the solution
of interest. But this is an artefact of the solution close to a critical ´ , here the free energy
landscape is extremely flat, so it takes infinitely long time to converge to either the interesting
solution or the solution that determines the beginning of the saddle node. We also see from the
corresponding free energies on figure 3 right plot, that the two solutions are very similar, making
it clear that local search easily can be stuck in a wrong solution. On the bifurcation diagram we
see further bifurcations of the bad solution. The bifurcation just above ´ ÁUHËﬂ is the same
for the two branches but it does not influence the good solution. This is a behaviour we have
seen in many cases, but its generalisation needs theoretical backup. We also see that the later
bifurcations have free energies equal to each other since only two energy curves are observed.
On figure 4 we show a simulation setup identical to figure 4 in [19]. The setup has K  %$ ,
   and random binary spreading sequences with unit energy, we again operated in the
ideal power control case. We see that the fundamental ,.-0/ -floor is very close to the predicted

ﬂ
ú:ú

pH
d'& [19]. We used the annealing scheme suggested with OH equally spread different ´ ’s in
the interval F\ﬁﬀ @
Y
N we took two iterations at each ´ 5. We see that for large ïðM/ regions we are
able to obtain the optimal solution. We also show the performance when solving the equations
(18), still with serial updates using tJH iterations for comparison, at a fixed ´
 @ Y corresponding
to the actual noise level. We see that using this approach the interference is not resolved, i.e. due
to local minima. The case is worse (not shown) if we solve with ´H corresponding to hard
tentative decisions. We have also shown the case of just solving with ´ë  , i.e. for which the
free energy is provable convex and hence we have no local minima problems. The performance
with tJH serial iterations is quite good, however it shows an expected elevated error floor due to
the fact that we enforce a too high error level ´ ÷}Á @
Y
. For high Q KSR ’s we see that all
methods are capable of getting the optimal solution, this is the domain where the Gaussian noise
(
We have not optimised the number of ) ’s and iterations, but the chosen number seemed to be sufficient, hence it can be
optimised to lower the complexity.
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dominates the bit error rate and ´½ @
Y
Á÷ which guaranties us convexity, which is solved
without the use of annealing. After this region we see that local minima starts to influence the
different detectors, making their bit error rate branch away from the optimal one. We see that
using annealing makes this branching appear much later than the other detectors. In fact the
annealing detector also branches away, first making us believe that our annealing scheme was
too coarse, we tried to add in more iterations and different ´ ’s but it seemed like the obtained
curve is the limit curve. The fact that we for increasing ïð+/ again is capable of obtaining the
optimal curve makes us believe that the excess error merely is due to an approximation error
inherent of the naive assumption, which can be corrected by a bias correction [22], [21]. This
hypothesis is supported by figure 6 where we see samples of the final decision statistics against
the optimal solution for the setup considered at figure 4 at a ïðM/ OH . We see that the decision
statistics is systematically overestimated by a factor ( Áý ) depending on the size of the optimal
solution’s final decision statistics numerical size.
On figure 5, we have shown a setup similar to the setup in Ref. [16] figure 7. This setup show
the ïðM/ degradation * , compared to the single user case, needed to obtain a target ,-0/ 
OH
d
Y
for various loads determined by the number of users  to the spreading factor KÂOH:H .
The annealing detector again uses OH different ´ ’s equally spread between  and @
Y
with two
iterations per ´ . The other curve correspond to solving the equations at the desired ´  @
Y
Again the situation is even worse when solving at ´ýýH . We see a dramatic improvement by
using annealing. In fact is the result from using annealing identical to the best result obtained in
Ref. [16]. This makes us believe that the curve obtained is a limit curve and that the cancellation
scheme used in [16] in fact utilizes a mechanism similar to annealing.
IX. DISCUSSION
The quality of approximative multiuser detection schemes, as measured by the averaged bit
error rate, depend upon many factors. For non-linear approximative multiuser detection the fix-
points can have varying quality, and even the best fix-point need not be identical to the optimal
(exponential time complexity) solution. This type of error is what we will denote approximation
error. In our case the naive assumption will lead to some approximation error, thus this is small.
Since non-linear detector often has many fix-points, we must be careful when solving the fix-
point equations. In successive/serial interference cancellation for non-ideal power control, it is a
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good idea to cancel in descending user power order, because it introduces the smallest bias [33].
In the case of ideal power control this scheme can not be followed but instead as suggested in
[16] a less proportion of the estimated interference can be subtracted in order to take into account
the variability and/or bias of the next tentative decision statistics. Whether it is important that
the tentative decisions are maximal non-biased and/or minimum variate in order to avoid local
minima is still an open research issue, but it seems like there is a connection.
Our work uses annealing to avoid local minima, i.e. tracking the fix-point solution at decreas-
ing noise levels ´ . One interpretation of decreasing ´ is that the tentative decision statistics
signal to noise plus interference is higher in the first stages and decreases over the following
stages. An indication of the correspondence is Ref. [17] where an adaptive covariance matrix
is updated by enforcing an extra set of self-consistent equations constraining the covariance be-
tween the interference terms. This approach also seems to have a connection to the corrections
of the naive mean field equations (18) found in the physics/machine learning literature [21], [22];
here a similar set of self consistent equations are used to correct the bias of the final decision
statistics.
X. CONCLUSION
In this contribution we have shown that subtractive interference cancellation with hyperbolic
tangent tentative decision function is equivalent to the minimisation of a variational free energy
derived from a Kullback-Leibler divergence using a diagonal trial distribution. We use the free
energy to analyse the fix-points of this subtractive interference cancellation as function of a
parameter ´ corresponding to the noise level or the gain of the tentative decision functions.
The first theoretical result shows that above a certain critical ´CL
w
we only have one fix-point.
Secondly, we show that due to the fact that both the signal and additive Gaussian noise is spanned
by the spreading codes, that zero projections happen with vanishing probability unless the code
correlation matrix is singular. Non-zero projections ensure that the fix-point of interest will not
really bifurcate, but instead a spontaneous saddle node bifurcation occurs closely to the fix-point
of interest. The closeness is determined by the magnitude of the projection. In the case where
the correlation matrix is singular, the fix-point of interest and the saddle node bifurcation meets
and become the classical pitch fork bifurcation with two equivalent fix-points as measured in
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terms of free energy. However, one of the fix-points have a higher bit error rate, i.e. we get error
propagation.
The fix-point analysis proves that, as long as the problem can be solved by the optimal de-
tector, we can track the interesting solution by solving the interference cancellation equations at
various ´ s starting at ´ê down to ´  @
Y
, an approximation to the soft individual optimal
solution, or down to ´  H corresponding to joint optimal detector. This tracking is the idea
behind annealing often used as a heuristic in optimisation. It is a heuristic because it often is
applied without the theoretical backup that we provide here.
The theoretical findings are supported by Monte Carlo simulations. The first shows a signal to
noise ratio gain compared to not using annealing, in fact it is possible to obtain the joint optimal
solution in some regions of the ,-0/ - ïðM/ curve (low ï7ð+/ and asymptotically high ïð+/ ). The
non-optimal performance in the intermediate ïð+/ region is, in our opinion, due to some kind
of approximation error made by the naive independence assumption, which leads to a bias of
the final decision statistics. We are currently examining this hypothesis and testing advanced
methods going beyond the naive assumption. We show that the number of users in a system
with a given spreading factor and target bit error rate can be improved dramatically by using
annealing. With this setup we recover the results obtained by Improved Parallel Interference
Cancellation [16], which makes us believe that this method employs a mechanism closely related
to annealing.
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APPENDIX I
FIX-POINT ANALYSIS
The bifurcation analysis of the fix-points is carried out by making a Taylor-expansion up to
the first non-linear order of the fix-point condition. Since the parameter space has high dimen-
sionality, one studies this expansion in the relevant directions, i.e. the eigenvectors of the cost
functions Hessian, evaluated in the point of the Taylor expansion. The space is then reduced by
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the center manifold theorem [32]. In our case, this reduces the Taylor-expansion of the fix-point
condition to a one dimensional polynomial. The categorisation of the bifurcation then depend
on the coefficients of the polynomial.
We start by Taylor-expansion of the free energy around an arbitrary   , so that     > ­
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where we used the property that the entropy of the factorised distribution ¨ n  have zero cross
partial derivatives.
We will now consider the fix-point condition in the space spanned by the Hessian eigenvectors
ù
6 to ù 4 , collected at columns in 3 with corresponding eigenvalues â 6 ã ﬂﬁﬂﬁﬂ ã â 4 , where the
Hessian is evaluated in   and ´CL . We can now write the deviation ﬃ away from   in this
new space as ﬃ 
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We write this out to
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and retain up to third order term in ! ¬_
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(36)
When we study bifurcations of fix-points we define the critical ´CL as the point where one or more
of the Hessian eigenvalues become zero. The center manifold theorem in the bifurcation litera-
ture [32] states that the bifurcation is determined in the space spanned by the zero eigenvectors.
This corresponds to looking at directions where â  _ õH , but since â  _ is an eigenvalue of the
Hessian at ´WL , we have ù ~ _ r æ× ?> ´WLØ    ù `_ %H .
We are now about ready to make the characterisation of the fix-point bifurcations. First we
notice that if l  è the free energy is symmetric in all  directions and hence    H is a
fix-point. We therefore evaluate (36) in   äè and ´CL
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where we used â `_ > "´  ´CL   Ú ¬_Ê  > ´ , since the eigenvectors of the code correlation
matrix also are the eigenvectors of the Hessian when evaluated in    è independently of ´ .
We are now ready to find the bifurcation set. To ease notation we assign : ¾ ù ~`_ l , 9 ¾
â

_


>
´ ,
®
¾
¶
ü
4
¸
576

ù

_

û
¸
and our free variable to ! ¾ !  _ then the fix-point condition
becomes : > 9 ! >Í® !
ü
%H
. The condition for a double degenerate minimum is the derivative of
the fix-point condition equals zero 9 > ú ® !
Y
ëH
. Since we can write the fix-point condition as
:
>
!
9
>
ú
®
!
Y


t
®
!
ü
ôH we have the following fix-point condition for a double degenerate
solution :  t ® !
ü
GH which leads to !
ü
 ;
Y
L and the condition 9 > ú ® !
Y
GH gives !
Y

=<
ü
L .
Eliminating ! by squaring !
ü
 ;
Y
L and cubing !
Y

=<
ü
L yields the bifurcation set ;Y L
Y

 <
ü
L
ü
with the original parameters inserted see equation (26) in the main text.
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